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Lewisian reference magnetism about linguistic content determination [Lewis
1983] has been defended in recent work by Weatherson [2003] and Sider [2009],
among others. Two advantages claimed for the view are its capacity to make
sense of systematic error in speakers’ use of their words, and its capacity to
distinguish between verbal and substantive disagreements. Our understanding
of both error and disagreement is linked to the role of usage and first order
intuitions in semantics and in linguistic theory more generally. I argue,
partially on the basis of these more general considerations, that reference
magnetism delivers implausible results. Specifically, I argue that the proponent
of reference magnetism maintains her analysis of genuinely systematic error at
the cost of an empirically unjustifiable error theory regarding ordinary usage.
In response, I describe an alternative view of content determination—
MUMPS, or Meaning is Use Minus Pragmatics—which is not committed to
such error theories. Despite this advantage, MUMPS has high prima facie
costs. On such a view, there is a great deal of variation in linguistic meaning
across speakers and times. As a result, a large number of seemingly mistaken
claims are analysed as expressing true propositions. Correspondingly, a large
number of seemingly substantive disagreements are analysed as terminologi-
cal. However, I argue that these consequences are not as costly as they seem.
Despite appearances, MUMPS is consistent with objective, metaphysically
realist adjudication of disagreements, even in cases where meanings are not
shared and where both parties to a dispute speak truly. MUMPS thus allows
for a more nuanced understanding of linguistic usage, change, and variation,
without imposing a commitment to any form of metaphysical anti-realism.

Keywords: reference magnetism, disagreement, truth, realism, semantics,
pragmatics, linguistics

1. Usage and Stability

Some disputes concern matters of fact and some disputes are verbal, but it
can be hard to tell the difference. When the question arises for philosophers,
it is often when some intuitively substantive dispute is characterized as
merely verbal. The dispute in question may be non-philosophical, but of
philosophical interest—Are whales fish? Is this painting beautiful?—or it
may itself be a dispute among philosophers—Do temporal parts exist? Can
one’s ends be irrational?
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In each case, the pattern is the same. The parties to some dispute, or single
speakers across contexts, use their words in systematically differing ways.
For a semantic theory to characterize both sets of usages as correct, it
cannot be that the relevant term is univocal in meaning. The difference in
usage is thus adduced as evidence that the speakers mean different things by
their words. I call this argument schema—the inference from systematically
differing usage to some difference in meaning (whatever the mechanism)—
the usage argument.1

In opposition to the usage argument stands the stability argument: if
parties to a dispute mean different things by their words, then their dispute is
merely verbal; the speakers simply talk past one another. But in many of the
disputes in question, it is not the case that the speakers simply talk past one
another. By modus tollens, the parties to those disputes thus mean the same
thing by their words. Whatever the variation in usage, and whatever the
systematicity of that variation, the meaning of the terminology in question
must be stable.2

The question raised by this pattern—by the repeated clash between the
empirical import of usage and the philosophical demand for stability—is not
simply a matter of domain-specific empirical semantics. Rather, it brings out
a certain methodological question: what are the criteria against which a
theory of meaning is to be judged? How substantial a distance can be
allowed between usage and semantic theory?

If the usage argument is generally successful, then a semantic theory can
hew closely to the data. But if it applies over-generally, then it would seem
that many of our disagreements—even those we think are substantive—are
terminological. The result would be a pernicious form of relativism.3 On the
other hand, if the stability argument is generally successful, then it is clear
how our disputes can be substantive. However, if it applies over-generally,
then meaning becomes strangely divorced from the facts which sustain
semantic theorizing. Error theories with philosophical but no empirical
motivation would seem to be inevitable on such a view.

Naturally, the solution to the puzzle requires some method of balancing
the two sets of constraints. Thoroughgoing metaphysical anti-realism,
especially when imposed on us by a semantic theory, is unacceptable in
virtue of simple implausibility. But so is a view on which philosophical
considerations impose empirically unsustainable constraints on any

1Hirsch [2009] contains one well-known example of this style of argument, concluding that metaphysicians
with certain opposing ontological views use the existential quantifier in different ways. Sidelle [2007]
considers the question about whales (among others), while Sundell [2010] takes up the aesthetic cases.
Gibbard [1990] warns against certain analyses of rationality in the light of their consequences for
disagreements about ethics, while the problem of moral disagreement more generally is the focus of its own
lively and growing literature. In addition to these examples, many arguments for contextualist analyses in
various philosophical domains are instances of the usage argument. Similar issues are at the centre of recent
discussions of semantic relativism.
2Variations on the stability argument are applied across a range of philosophical subfields. See, for example,
Hare [1952], Gibbard [1990], and Smith [1994] in metaethics, Lasersohn [2005] and MacFarlane [2007] in
aesthetics, Manley [2009] in metaphysics, Richard [2004] in epistemology, and Cappelen and Hawthorne
[2010] in philosophy of language, among many others.
3When I say relativism, I mean anti-realist relativism of the sort that reduces scientific debates and discoveries
to terminological disputes and revisions. This use of relativism is to be distinguished from semantic relativism
of the kind advocated in Lasersohn [2005], MacFarlane [2007], Stephenson [2007], and Egan [2007], among
others. To avoid confusion, I will, with a few exceptions, use Lewis’s phrase, over-easy truth, discussed below.
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scientific theory. Stating that we must balance the two considerations is
easy. Getting precise on how the competing considerations are to be
weighed against each other is harder than it looks.

2. Everything Is Correct vs Nothing Is Relevant

The tension between usage and stability highlights a general question for
linguistic methodology. How many and which of the data must be
accounted for in the construction of a linguistic theory? Because that
methodological question is not limited to semantics, it will be useful to
consider it in the context of other linguistic domains. It happens that an
especially clear discussion of the question emerges in an exchange from the
blog, Language Log.

In a 2005 post to that blog, the linguist Geoffrey Pullum responds to a
reader complaint. The complainant asks whether the linguists at Language
Log are descriptivists or prescriptivists. Naturally, the linguists claim to be
descriptivists. Nevertheless, in an earlier post, Pullum describes a certain
naturally occurring sentence as ungrammatical. The sentence is quoted from
a newspaper article and, according to Pullum, involves a failure of subject/
verb agreement. The commenter, Zink, charges that if Pullum is a
descriptivist, and if someone ‘honestly makes a sentence’, then Pullum
must treat that sentence as a datum, as an ‘honest sentence in the language
that actually is’. Pullum responds,

[Z]ink cannot see any possibility of a position other than two extremes: on the
left, that all honest efforts at uttering sentences are ipso facto correct; and on
the right, that rules of grammar have an authority that derives from something
independent of what any users of the language actually do. But there had
better be a third position, because these two extreme ones are both utterly
insane.4

At one end of the spectrum, then, is the position Pullum labels Everything Is
Correct. At the other, Nothing Is Relevant. Positions on the spectrum are
differentiated by their answers to the question: how much actual speaker
usage must be captured by the theory of grammar?

If the answer to that question is everything, then there will be no relevant
notion of speaker error. Any utterance, even those that most transparently
reveal the influence of what Chomsky calls performance error—processing
difficulty, stuttering, or the most unexotic kind of misspeaking—must be
generable by the theory of grammar.

At the other end of the spectrum is the view that the theory of grammar is
accountable to nothing in the way of actual speaker usage. Whatever
speakers say, whatever sounds acceptable to them, no matter how
systematic or consistent their usage, the theory of grammar may—
accurately—describe them as wrong. At this end of the spectrum, there

4Pullum [2005].
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are no data at all. The theory of grammar can say whatever it likes
and nothing from the realm of actual linguistic behaviour can serve to
constrain it.

Pullum’s point is that any reasonable theory of grammar must plant its
flag somewhere between the two extremes. However, there is a further point
to make about that choice of a location on the spectrum: the choice must be
independently motivated. If there are no independently motivated criteria
governing individual distinctions between performance error and correct
usage, an account that superficially situates itself in the plausible middle
ground would be methodologically no better off than one fully at the nothing
is relevant end of the spectrum. In the absence of specific criteria for what
counts as error, a theorist can pick and choose those data that support her
own view, while dismissing countervailing evidence as mistakes.

Pullum’s spectrum applies in semantics as well as in syntax. But because
of the special role played by truth, the choice of a location on the semantic
spectrum takes on greater philosophical significance. The question of which
data are to constrain semantic theory is not simply a matter of usage or
judgments of acceptability. Rather, it involves (among other things)
speakers’ first order views about the world. In this context, the left end of
the spectrum—where any time a speaker ‘honestly makes a sentence’ they
ipso facto speak correctly—is not unacceptable merely in virtue of making
life implausibly difficult for the linguist. When the domain is semantics and
the conclusion is that every sincere utterance is correct, then we have
concluded that everybody speaks truly all of the time. In other words, the
left end of the spectrum amounts to a thoroughgoing metaphysical
relativism, or as Lewis [1984: 225] describes it, over-easy truth.

Fortunately, the most extreme versions of this view can be dispensed with
straight away. At least four categories of phenomena can serve, more or less
uncontroversially, to distance the messy facts of usage from a theory of
literal content. First, there are one-off mistakes, where, for example, a
speaker misidentifies an object in poor light, or calls their companion by the
wrong name. Such data are easily explained away in the light of
countervailing evidence, including, among other things, retraction data
and independently motivated accounts of what constitutes good lighting and
the like.

In addition to one-off mistakes, there are, secondly, the kinds of cognitive
interference typically characterized as performance error. Consider for
example the expressions in (1) and (2):

(1) No head injury is too trivial to ignore.

(2) No coffee is too hot to drink.

Speakers tend to understand (1) as offering the sensible advice that triviality
is never a reason to ignore a head injury. Yet if (1) is analysed as having a
structure similar to (2), that cannot be what it means. After all, the
expression in (2) means that, with respect to hotness, all coffee can be drunk.
If (1) is analogous, it should mean that with respect to triviality, all head
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injuries can be ignored. That is not a reading most subjects can easily arrive
at. But this fact can be explained by a well established psycholinguistic
difficulty in processing expressions with a large number of interacting
negations.5 The semanticist can therefore write off this pattern of judgments,
but only because she can explain it with reference to an independently
motivated generalization from another domain.

Third, beyond one-off mistakes and performance error, there is a
collection of phenomena that concern discourse-level modifications in the
ways that linguistic expressions are employed. There are, for example,
rhetorical devices like sarcasm and cases where speakers engage in fictional
discourse or in games of pretend.6

Finally, there is the influence of pragmatics. To take one well-known
example, numbers, as they are used in expressions like (3), are widely
thought to have a literal ‘lower bound’ meaning:7

(3) John has five kids.

On such an account, the literal content of (3) is that John has at least five
children. Nevertheless speakers typically use (3) to communicate that John
has exactly five children. What comes between this pattern of usage and the
semantic theory is the familiar pragmatic story according to which speakers
say the most informative relevant thing that they can. Thus, if the speaker of
(3) knows that John has eight children, then she is uncooperative in uttering
the expression in (3), even if she speaks truly. A listener assuming that the
speaker is cooperative can therefore infer that John has exactly five kids,
even if that goes beyond the literal content of the expression uttered.

Standing between speaker usage and semantic theory, then, establishing
some distance between the everything is correct end of the spectrum and a
proper theory of meaning, are the factors described above: one-off mistakes;
performance errors; pretence, fiction, sarcasm and the like; and, finally, the
influence of pragmatics. Assuming that of these factors pragmatics is likely
to play the most systematic role, the idea so far is that the meaning of
speakers’ words is best described by a theory that characterizes actual
patterns of usage, once the influence of pragmatics has been factored out.
Let’s call this way of understanding semantic theorizing the Meaning is Use
Minus Pragmatics Strategy, or MUMPS.8

5See Wason and Reich [1979] and von Fintel [2004] for discussion.
6The proper semantic account of fiction and pretend is of course its own controversial issue, one that I won’t
engage here. For now I will be content simply to grant that in the clearest cases of pretend—when a child
refers to a bicycle as a spaceship, for example—the linguist is free to disregard data that on the most
superficial analysis would contradict an otherwise well supported theory.
7See Horn [2004] for discussion. This analysis of numbers is not uncontroversial, but serves well as an
example. (See Chierchia [2004] for an alternative.) Alternative cases of quantity implicature are easy to come
by.
8MUMPS is a view about semantic methodology and in particular about the facts against which the success
of a semantic theory should be judged. It is not a view about the metaphysical status of meaning and I am not
advocating a ‘use theory’ in the sense of Horwich [2004] or others in that tradition. A clearer label might be
Meaning is (given by) Use Minus Pragmatics, though ‘given by’ is still infected with some of the epistemic/
metaphysical ambiguity that plagues similar expressions like ‘determine’. I hope that the mnemonic
advantages of the label outweigh any potential confusion. Thanks to an anonymous referee for emphasizing
this point.
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3. Not Enough Error

Ultimately, I will argue that MUMPS avoids the problems of over easy-
truth and over-prevalent verbal disagreement. However, there is a strong
prima facie argument that it does not. To see this, consider a linguist
working among English speakers of the seventeenth century. The linguist
discovers that her informants have a word, pronounced [fIS], that they
employ to describe some aquatic animals—including trout and salmon—but
not others, such as otters or walruses. She discovers further that her
informants use the word to describe whales. They do so under the best of
observational conditions and across a range of contexts varied enough to
rule out any independently observed pragmatic influence. They are not
being sarcastic and they are not playing pretend. Our linguist, having ruled
out each of the factors that, according to MUMPS, intervenes between
patterns of usage and semantic theory, determines that the seventeenth-
century English word [fIS] (i.e. fish) picks out a category of sea-dwelling
animals that includes both fish and whales.

This conclusion is cause for some alarm. After all, if it is right that
seventeenth-century English speakers mean fish and whales by their word
fish, then their utterances of (4) were true.

(4) Whales are fish.

But whales are not fish. They are mammals. When seventeenth-century
speakers uttered expressions like (4) they were mistaken. Correspondingly, a
disagreement between a modern biologist and a seventeenth-century
biologist over these claims—hypothetical as it may be—is not merely
verbal. The biologists do not simply talk past one another; they disagree
about what the world is like.

It seems then that despite its accounting for pragmatic interference,
performance error, and one-off mistakes, the methodology described in
MUMPS does not have the resources to hold over-easy truth at bay. The
reason, it would appear, is that although it allows for one-off mistakes, it
does not allow for the kind of mistake we ascribe to seventeenth-century
English speakers, namely systematic, pervasive error. That’s a bad result.
The source of the result is that MUMPS appears to link semantic theory too
closely to the ways in which speakers actually talk. The solution would thus
seem to require yet further decoupling a theory of meaning from speaker
usage.

4. Reference Magnetism

Weatherson [2003], expanding on a proposal from Lewis [1983] (himself
taking up a suggestion from Merrill [1980]), describes just such a solution.9

9In his account of reference magnetism, Weatherson, like Lewis, is very much concerned to address problems
about disagreement and over-easy truth. Historically, however, reference magnet views are motivated largely
by the challenges of Kripkensteinian scepticism about meaning and Putnam’s model theoretic argument. (See
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Weatherson [2003: 9] proposes that a theory of meaning must strike a
sometimes tenuous balance between two competing factors: on the one hand
it must capture many of the facts about usage, and on the other, it must
posit meanings that are metaphysically natural.

[F]or any predicate t and property F, we want F to meet two requirements
before we say it is the meaning of t. We want this meaning assignment to
validate many of our pre-theoretic intuitions . . . and we want F to be
reasonably natural . . . In hard cases, these requirements pull in opposite
directions; the meaning of t is the property which on balance does best.

In other words, there is, in addition to performance errors, fiction and
sarcasm, one-off mistakes, and the influence of pragmatics, another factor
coming between usage and theory, namely metaphysical naturalness. On
this kind of view, our words can diverge widely and systematically from the
usage that, given their literal meanings, would be correct. ‘The reason’,
Weatherson [2003: 10] says, ‘is that highly natural properties are pretty thin
on the ground; one’s dispositions to use a term have to change quite a lot
before they get into the orbit of a distinct natural property’.

What exactly is meant by this notion of naturalness? In describing the
same Lewisian view that Weatherson develops, Sider [2009: 398–9] gives the
following illustration:

Imagine that the world is a solid plenum, red on one half of a certain dividing
plane, blue on the other. That’s its structure. But of course, for any plane, P,
there is the property of being on the one side of P, and the property of being on
the other side of P; and so there are facts involving these properties. But isn’t
there something special about the blue/red dividing plane, and the facts that
involve this plane? These facts give the distinguished structure of the world.

On the Lewisian views, natural properties are thus ‘similarity-determiners:
perfectly similar objects, for example, are those objects over whose parts the
natural properties and relations are isomorphically distributed’.

There is of course a great deal more to be said about the notion of
metaphysical naturalness. For our purposes, however, it is enough to note
that naturalness, once part of an overall metaphysical theory, can be made
to play a distinctive role in a theory of reference. It can determine the
relative eligibility of properties to be the meanings of our predicates. More
natural properties are more eligible to be what we mean by our words than
less natural properties. Thus, if my usage of some predicate comes
reasonably close to picking out a certain metaphysically natural property,
then that property is what I mean, even if my usage diverges from that
meaning some or even much of the time. Because of the way in which

Lewis [1983, 1984].) Those challenges are related to the problem of over-easy truth, but they call for
independent and specific responses. I do not have any such response to offer here. Thus, for the purposes of
this work, I am content to argue for the partially conditional thesis: If MUMPS is wrong, it is not because it
commits us to over-easy truth, because it doesn’t. I believe that in fact there are responses to be made to the
challenges of Kripke and Putnam on behalf of a MUMPS-type view, and I develop them in detail elsewhere.
See Sundell [ms].
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eligibility of a property ‘attracts’ the meaning of a word, Lewisian theories
like Weatherson’s have come to be known as reference magnet theories.10

Weatherson [2003: 10] observes that on this account, it is possible to draw
a clear distinction between disputes about meaning and disputes about fact:

In some disputes, the same meaning postulate does best on balance at
capturing the dispositions of each party. I say that here the parties mean the
same thing by their words, and the dispute is a dispute about facts. In others,
the difference will be so great that different meaning postulates do best at
capturing the dispositions of the competing parties. In these cases, I say the
dispute is a dispute about meaning.

That same distance from usage that allows Weatherson to analyse some
persistent disputes as disputes about fact allows him to make sense of
speakers’ being systematically mistaken. This, he argues [ibid.: 11], is a result
that makes his view preferable to alternatives that link meaning more closely
to usage:

The hypothesis that when we alter intuitions because of a theory we always
change meanings, on the other hand, is not even plausible. When the ancients
said ‘‘Whales are fish,’’ or ‘‘The sun is not a star,’’ they simply said false
sentences. That is, they said that whales are fish, and believed that the sun is
not a star.

That result about whales and fish is exactly what MUMPS couldn’t get. On
Weatherson’s story, the ancients got close enough to picking out some
metaphysically respectable category—something like the class of fish—for
that more respectable category to be the meaning of their word [fIS].
Supposing that their utterances of whales are fish expressed the proposition
that whales are members of that more respectable category, it is clear that
indeed they said something false. Whales are not fish, after all. They are
mammals.

5. Too Much Error

Weatherson’s account of reference magnetism avoids the alarming
philosophical consequences that seem to follow from MUMPS. But that

10On Merrill’s original suggestion, naturalness is an all-or-nothing issue. Lewis [1984: 227] jettisons that
assumption and argues that naturalness, and thus reference eligibility, is a matter of degree. My arguments
against reference magnetism will apply even given this more nuanced account of naturalness. Nevertheless, I
am sceptical that the more nuanced account—for all its greater plausibility as a theory in metaphysics—can
succeed as a theory of content determination, even setting aside the worries raised elsewhere in this paper. If
naturalness comes in degrees, then what could it mean to say, as proponents of reference magnetism are wont
to, that our use of a predicate is ‘close enough to a natural category to fall into its orbit’ or that our concept is
‘in the neighbourhood of a natural category’? For any natural category C that our usage is close but not
perfectly faithful to, there will be another category C*—only slightly less natural than C—that fits our usage
more closely. How is the slightly more natural category meant to exert enough ‘gravitational pull’ to dislodge
our meaning from the slightly less natural category that fits our usage slightly better? For now, I leave the
issue aside. (Thanks to Andy Egan [p.c.] for discussion.)
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philosophical result comes at a cost. To see the problem with magnetism’s
view of the ancients, let us begin with two examples from closer to home.

Fruit: Biologically speaking, tomatoes are fruit. Nevertheless, speakers
routinely refer to tomatoes as a vegetable. Vegetable itself is a term with
culinary but only limited biological significance, but one thing it does do is
preclude fruithood. Still, even speakers who are well acquainted with the
biological facts about tomatoes persist in their usage of fruit and vegetable,
consistently and sincerely asserting sentences such as those in (8)–(10):

(8) Tomato is my favourite vegetable.

(9) This hamburger has no fruit on it—just lettuce and tomato.

(10) I don’t like any fruit, but I love tomatoes.

Lake: Lake Michigan and Lake Huron are one lake, hydrologically
speaking.11 The Straits of Mackinac connecting the two lobes of Lake
Michigan-Huron is sufficiently deep and wide that the two readily equalize in
elevation. The Straits itself is simply a narrowing in a large, single-basined,
two-lobed body of fresh water. Nevertheless speakers routinely refer to the
Michigan lobe and the Huron lobe as distinct lakes. Even speakers who are
well aware of the hydrological facts persist in their usage of lake, consistently
and sincerely asserting sentences such as those in (11)–(13):

(11) I have swum along the Chicago lakefront, but never in a lake that
borders Ontario.

(12) The state of Michigan has one lake to the East and another lake to the
West.

(13) There are five major lakes in the Great Lakes region of the U.S.

When confronted with examples like these, the reference magnet view does
not necessarily yield implausible results. After all, reference magnetism is a
balance theory. The attraction exerted by metaphysical naturalness is to be
weighed against our usage and first-order intuitions. Expressions like those
in (8)–(13) are common and speakers have robust and consistent intuitions
of acceptability with respect to them. Furthermore, the concepts that in fact
capture the usages in (8)–(13) are not entirely unnatural. They’re simply not
as metaphysically natural as the scientific alternatives. It is thus entirely
open to the reference magnetist to explain the apparent acceptability of such
expressions with a theory according to which they are true.

The problem with this response is that if the reference magnetist goes this
way with (8)–(13), it is not at all clear that she can go the other way in the
case of seventeenth-century speakers’ use of the word fish. It is hard to see

11See, for example, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association [2006] for a scientific document in which
this fact and the corresponding usage is presupposed. The lake is referred to there, as in similar scientific
documents, as Lake Michigan-Huron. Elsewhere it is sometimes called Lake Huron-Michigan.
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how any balancing method that is sufficiently use-sensitive to avoid error
theories in these cases could nevertheless be sufficiently use-insensitive to
achieve an error theory in the fish case. After all, seventeenth century
speakers of English would consistently and sincerely assert sentences such as
those in (14)–(16):

(14) Whale is a delicious fish.

(15) Whales are the biggest fish in the sea.

(16) We caught trout, salmon, and whales, for a total of three kinds of fish.

Without sussing out some disanalogy between the fish case and the others,
an analysis vindicating the ordinary intuitions about (8)–(13) robs the
reference magnetist of the resources to avoid over-easy truth.

The alternative for the referencemagnetist is an analysis according towhich
(8)–(13) are all false.12 This alternative is a live one and I will not have decisive
considerations to offer against it. However, I suggest that a commitment to an
error theory extending over much of our ordinary tomato and lake talk
detracts from the prima facie appeal of the reference magnet view. Such an
error theory would not of course be limited to those terms. It would extend
beyond them to any domain in which ordinary usage fails to correspond to
scientific usage. Indeed, it would extend beyond that to any area in which
ordinary usage fails to correspond to what scientific usage ought to be.

The tomato and lake cases suggest further that across a wide range of
activities, speakers regulate their usage according to norms that are largely
orthogonal to metaphysical naturalness. It is not the case after all that
ordinary usages of fruit or lake are random. Rather, those uses hew to
standards that are sensitive, not to foundational metaphysics or science, but
rather to our culinary, political, or recreational practices.13

The reference magnetist might suppose, in the light of this type of case,
that the content of ordinary speakers’ terms is determined largely by their
willingness to defer to experts, while the experts’ usage is in turn balanced
against metaphysical naturalness. But that supposition rings false in the
light of the fact that even speakers who are aware of the experts’ usage of
lake feel no consequent inclination to adjust their usage. And while we might
be tempted to describe the non-experts’ usage of such a term as loose, it is
not loose in any sense relevant to the semanticist. As noted, it is consistent
and highly patterned. It is simply not patterned in such a way as to hew to
metaphysically natural categories, but rather to categories whose natural-
ness is measured along other dimensions.

Without an independently justified error theory, the reference magnet
view simply doesn’t have the resources to give a nuanced account of these
facts. For a Lewisian like Weatherson, any usage that diverges from a

12Or, in cases where the relevant proposition is presupposed, truth-valueless.
13This, emphatically, is not to deny that there is such a thing as metaphysical naturalness independent of our
‘practices’. It is rather to observe that in some domains we do not appear to regulate the usage of our terms
according to that standard.
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nearby metaphysically natural category—even in contexts where that
divergence is knowing and intentional—will be analysed as error. The fact
that often metaphysical naturalness is not the kind of naturalness we care
about should be important to anyone giving a theory of the words of our
language. But it has little role to play on the reference magnet account.
Perhaps, then, it is worth giving the MUMPS a second chance.

6. The MUMPS

MUMPS has a certain prima facie plausibility, and it has the advantage of
offering a kind of methodological continuity between semantics and the
other subfields of linguistics. In syntax, for example, the operating
assumption is something very much like ‘grammaticality is use minus
performance error’, provided use is conceived broadly to include judgments
of acceptability both in normal speech and in the context of more focused
linguistic thought experiments.14 Similar assumptions are made regarding
analogous notions like possible word in phonology.

If we think of semantics as a branch of linguistics, then, we should think
that usage plays a role in semantics similar to the role that it plays in syntax
or in phonology. But that assumption, though plausible, is undermined by
the observation that according to MUMPS, the ancients spoke truly when
they said that whales are fish. The real danger is that if the semanticist posits
only as much error as the syntactician or the phonologist, then truth will be
over-easy, and our disagreements will almost never be substantive. Perhaps
the methodological disconnect between semantics and other parts of
linguistics is real. Perhaps we simply need more error in semantics than
we do in syntax or phonology.

I suggest that we do not. The reason is that the kind of error that the
semanticist can ascribe is very specific. It is an error that consists in the
expression of a falsehood. But when we speak, we aim to accomplish much
more than merely to express truths. Further aims include the goal of
communicating things that are as relevant and informative as possible and
the goal of expressing our propositions with words and concepts that suit
the purposes of our particular conversational setting. When the full range of
our communicative goals is taken into account, it becomes clear that just as
we aim to do more than say true things, we can err in virtue of more than
saying false things. This observation is familiar in cases of conversational
implicature. But when it is considered more broadly, it speaks directly to the
cases that, prima facie, are most problematic for the MUMPSer.

Consider, then, a disagreement involving one of those familiar cases of
conversational implicature:

(17) There is one proton in the nucleus of a helium atom.

(18) There are two protons in the nucleus of a helium atom.

14See, for example, Chomsky [1965]. For more recent discussion, see Ludlow [2011].
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The speaker of (17) is mistaken. There are two protons in the nucleus of a
helium atom. Nevertheless, the undeniable fact that the speaker of (17)
makes a mistake does not commit us to any particular view of the linguistic
nature of that mistake. In fact, given the view of number words described
above, the speaker of (17) speaks truly. Nevertheless, we do not fear the
spectre of relativism in our talk about protons, nor do we conclude that the
disagreement between the speakers of (17) and (18) is not substantive. The
reason is that the speaker of (17) is mistaken in virtue of communicating
(though not via literal expression) a false proposition, namely the
proposition that there is exactly one proton in the nucleus of a helium atom.

The point is nicely vivid in familiar cases of implicature. But it is not
limited to such cases. Suppose that two speakers disagree about the status of
waterboarding and utter, in turn, (19) and (20).

(19) Waterboarding is torture.

(20) Waterboarding is not torture.

Let us suppose further that the speaker of (19) follows the U.N. General
Assembly [1984] in defining torture as any act inflicting severe suffering,
physical or mental, in order to obtain information or to punish, while the
speaker of (20) follows former U.S. Justice Department practice in defining
torture as any such act inflicting pain rising to the level of death, organ
failure, or the permanent impairment of a significant body function.15

Even if we suppose that the speakers mean different things by the word
torture, it is clear that we have not exhausted the evaluative work to be done.
After all, in the context of discussions about the moral or legal issues
surrounding the treatment of prisoners, there is a substantive question about
which definition is better. By employing the word torture in a way that
excludes waterboarding, the speaker of (19) communicates (though not via
literal expression) the proposition that such a usage is appropriate to those
moral or legal discussions. In other words, she communicates the
proposition that waterboarding itself is, in the relevant sense, unproble-
matic.16

Relative to the mistaken claim about helium, it is hard to say what is
mistaken about the claim that torture is reasonably defined so as to exclude
waterboarding. But that difficulty is the familiar difficulty that arises
whenever we turn from straightforward empirical matters to vexed
questions of policy and law. With respect to our understanding of what is
at stake in either debate, nothing changes when we shift from understanding
the debate as concerning the truth of propositions literally expressed to the
truth of propositions communicated in some other way. Why should it? We
convey information along a range of communicative channels. What
matters is the information, not the channel.

15U.S. Department of Justice, Office of the Assistant Attorney General [2002].
16To be clear, I do not ask the reader to assume that the speakers of (19) and (20) mean different things by
torture. Rather, I argue that even on the supposition that they do, their dispute can nevertheless be analysed
as substantive.
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The lesson of these examples is that the notion of mistake required to
make sense of substantive, adjudicable disagreements is not so specific as
to make particular demands of our semantic theory. When we speak, we aim
to succeed along a wide range of dimensions, and thus we risk failure along
an equally wide range of dimensions. Crucially, some of those dimensions
do not concern the truth of the proposition we literally express, but
nevertheless provide a substantive—even objective—basis for evaluation of
the speaker. A speaker who literally expresses the true proposition that
helium has one proton errs nevertheless if she communicates by other means
that helium has only one proton. A speaker who literally expresses the true
proposition that waterboarding does not produce pain comparable to organ
failure or permanent injury errs nevertheless if she communicates by other
means that it is thereby morally or legally unobjectionable.

So consider precisely the case that seems most problematic for the
proponent of MUMPS, and let us stipulate what seems to be a philosophical
worst case scenario: the ancients really did mean something different by the
word fish than we do. Our dispute with them is terminological, a
disagreement about meaning, and the discovery that whales are mam-
mals—their shift in theory—really did amount to a shift in terminology. This,
recall, is the hypothesis that according to Weatherson is not even plausible.

If the hypothesis is not to be rejected outright, we must provide some
accounting of how this disagreement about meaning could nevertheless be
substantive in some other way. But that task is not as difficult as it may
seem. For the MUMPSer, the parties to the fish dispute each express true
propositions of course. But that is not all they do. They also advocate
distinct meanings for their word fish. In other words, though each may in
principle agree with the proposition literally expressed by the other, they
nevertheless disagree about which meaning of fish is better.

This understanding of the disagreement raises the obvious question: is one
of their meanings better? Yes. In the context of a marine biology classroom,
ancient or modern, the modern meaning is undoubtedly better. It is better not
as a matter of convention, or social practice, or linguistic stipulation. It is
objectively better because the set of objects in its extension go together more
naturally than the set of objects in the extension of the ancients’ word. This
observation presupposes a certain metaphysical view of course. But it is
precisely the same metaphysical view brought to the table by the reference
magnetist. The MUMPSer agrees with the metaphysical views of the
magnetist. She simply doesn’t build them into her account of content
determination.

The fact that metaphysical naturalness underwrites dimensions of
evaluation beyond truth telling has not gone unnoticed by proponents of
reference magnetism. Sider [2009: 18], for example, says, ‘An ideal inquirer
must think of the world in terms of its distinguished structure; she must
carve the world at its joints in her thinking and language. Employers of
worse languages are worse inquirers’. However, this observation—crucial
for the view I advocate—is for the reference magnetist largely moot. In the
important cases, speakers who seem to be stating truths in worse languages
will in fact be described as stating falsehoods in better languages.
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For the MUMPSer, the ancient really is stating truths in a worse
language. But despite this emphasis on variation in meaning, there is still a
place for such notions as linguistic division of labour and deference. For the
MUMPSer, deference to experts is a matter of speakers’ willingness to adopt
new meanings. When, in a scientific context, a non-expert defers to an
expert, she demonstrates her willingness to adopt the expert’s meaning in the
light of its greater appropriateness to the task at hand—in this case,
discovering the metaphysical joints. The advantage of MUMPS is that it
explains how this process works not only in scientific contexts, but also in
non-scientific contexts, in which non-metaphysical dimensions of natural-
ness are in play. In each case, the speakers may at first mean different things
by their terms. But when the non-expert speaker comes to learn the
advantages of the expert’s meaning, she is willing to adopt that meaning
instead.

Similar considerations underwrite a MUMPSer’s account of Twin Earth
cases. For the MUMPSer, sameness of content across worlds or times
corresponds to similarity of usage. Thus, on Earth and Twin Earth,
chemical non-experts mean the same thing by their term water. Such
speakers have precisely the same dispositions to use that term after all, even
if we imagine them transported to their doppelgänger’s home planet. By
contrast, the MUMPSer will say that speakers who are aware of the
underlying chemical structure mean different things, across worlds, by their
word water—not surprising, given that one set of speakers tends to say
things like ‘Water is H2O’ while the other tends to say things like ‘Water is
XYZ’.

The most striking feature of this analysis is of course that it posits a
difference of meaning within a world, between those speakers who are aware
of the underlying chemical structure and those who are not; it posits, for
example, that within a world, scientists meant one thing by water before they
discovered its chemical structure and another thing after they discovered its
chemical structure. Likewise, it posits a difference, within a world and at a
time, between scientists and non-expert ordinary speakers.

Such a view would be deeply worrying—as it was to Putnam [1975: 235–
7]—to anyone who holds that stability of linguistic content is necessary to
avoid metaphysical anti-realism. However, that is precisely the worry
addressed above, and it does not have teeth. An ancient chemist who
pronounced that ‘both Earth and Twin Earth are replete with water’ would
have been wrong, as would Archimedes in saying ‘Metal X is gold’. But
Putnam was wrong to think that the only relevant kind of error was the
literal expression of a false proposition. For the MUMPSer, Archimedes
would have erred in virtue of employing what Sider would call a ‘worse
language’. After all, the objects in the extension of his term gold do not go
together as naturally as the objects in the extension of our term gold.

What then about disagreements in non-scientific contexts? Suppose that
the dispute about whales occurs, not in a marine biology classroom, but on
a whaling ship. For the parties to this dispute what matters is not the goals
of natural science, but of some other activity, in this case the activity of
whaling and of life on the sea. In this context, it is far less clear which
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meaning of fish is better. If anything, the balance shifts towards the ancient’s
usage, as the biological distinctions that justify our modern usage are of
little use to the sailor.

Does this spell trouble for MUMPS? On the contrary, this type of case
best displays its advantages. Contrary to Weatherson’s claim, it is not at all
clear that when the ancients (particularly the sailors among them) uttered an
expression like (4) they were expressing the belief that whales are fish. Not
when the modern usage of fish is influenced by factors that mattered so little
to the ancients. Correspondingly, intuitions that that ancient sailors were in
fact mistaken are much less robust than intuitions that ancient biologists
were mistaken.17

The case of the ancient mariner brings out a more general problem for
Weatherson’s analysis of substantive and verbal disagreement. The problem
is that our intuitions about substantive disagreement simply do not track
either theory’s verdicts about sameness of meaning. When we imagine the
dispute between a modern biologist and an ancient biologist, we think that
the disagreement is substantive. But when we imagine a dispute between a
modern biologist and an ancient mariner, our intuition is, I suggest, that the
dispute is verbal. For that matter, when we imagine a dispute between a
modern biologist and a modern sailor (if we should find one who persists in
referring to whales as fish), our intuition is still that the dispute is verbal.18

For the proponent of reference magnetism, however, all of these disputes
will be analysed as substantive.

The conclusion these observations suggest is that whether a dispute is
substantive or merely verbal simply does not correspond to the question of
whether speakers mean the same things by their words. MUMPS, unlike
reference magnetism, can explain this. When speakers mean different things
by their words, their dispute is verbal. But it is merely verbal only if they also
employ different measures of the appropriateness of their concepts. That is
the real problem in the dispute between the modern biologist and the ancient
mariner—one aims to use concepts that cut the world at the metaphysical
joints; the other aims to use concepts that lend themselves to life at sea.
Correspondingly, it is the commitment to discovering the world’s
metaphysical joints that makes for substantiveness in the dispute between
the modern biologist and the ancient biologist, not stability of linguistic
content.19 The distinction that Weatherson aims to clarify is thus a false
choice. Some disagreements about meaning are disagreements about fact.

17What about the modern biologist who is also a sailor and who varies their usage accordingly? The same
resources available to the proponent of reference magnetism are available to the MUMPSer in such cases,
including ambiguity, polysemy, context-sensitivity and the like.
18An anonymous referee suggests that a dispute between a biologist and a sailor might nevertheless be
substantive if there is disagreement as to which activity (or perspective) is the important or salient one. I
think this is correct. However, if such a dispute is to make sense, we must imagine that there is some third,
more general activity with respect to which this background dispute can be adjudicated. We might imagine,
for example, that the dispute takes place in the context of writing marine environmental policy. In such a
context, it would make sense for speakers to advocate for the relevance of the whaler’s categories over the
biologist’s, or vice versa. If there is not a more general, controlling standard, however—if each speaker simply
sticks to their own perspective because it is their own—then the MUMPSer will indeed analyse their dispute
as defective. I submit that this is precisely the right result.
19Note that the difficulties raised by relative, rather than absolute, naturalness (discussed in note 11) are not a
problem for MUMPS. Without the metaphorical talk of ‘gravitational exertion’ and ‘neighbourhoods’, the
task of ranking concepts by respective metaphysical naturalness is unmysterious, if difficult in practice.
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7. Conclusion

If the reference magnet theory is correct, then the semanticist is forced to
give an error theory for both the ancient marine biologist and the ancient
mariner. Such a theory is difficult to justify empirically and it provides no
help in explaining our intuition that while the ancient biologist’s claims
about fish are clearly mistaken, the ancient mariner’s claims are less clearly
so. On MUMPS, by contrast, we can give a semantic theory that accounts
neatly for the speech of both the ancient mariner and the ancient biologist.
Both spoke truly when they uttered the sentence whales are fish. That result
makes sense of their consistency of usage and it fits better within a unified
account of linguistic methodology. Nevertheless, it is entirely consistent with
there being a clear and metaphysically robust sense in which the ancient
biologist was mistaken.

On this kind of view, there is more truth-speaking than on the reference
magnet view. Likewise, there is more verbal disagreement than on the
reference magnet view. Nevertheless, the amount of error available to the
MUMPSer is entirely sufficient both to hold off the threat of over-easy truth
and to make sense of our disagreements about the world around us. The
reason is that the relevant notion of error is not isomorphic to the category
of false-speaking. Speakers can err in ways that go well beyond the literal
expression of false propositions. And as cases like the debate about torture
demonstrate, there is more at stake in our choice of definitions than mere
terminological stipulation.

In the practice of an activity like scientific inquiry, some of our goals,
including the discovery and employment of concepts that cut the world close
to the joints, are every bit as sensitive to objective fact as the goal of saying
things that are true. For those of us with realist inclinations to begin with, a
Lewisian account of metaphysical naturalness allows us to make sense of
our disagreements about the world, even when we carefully disengage that
account from our semantic theory. Not all verbal disagreements are merely
verbal disagreements. Truth may be easy, but error is not over-hard.20
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